
COURSE DETAILS | KEINUKALLIO

Address: Keinukalliontie 47, Kerava (GOOGLE MAPS)

CONTACT
Tyyni Tournament Director: Mikko Wikman (+358 40 556 7789)
Main event Course TD: Markus Pohjolainen (+358 400 817 809)

Course TD for One Round event: Check Metrix-page, information tab
IN CASE OF SERIOUS EMERGENCY, CALL 112

PARKING
Good amount of parking space at the Keinukallio outdoors area parking lot.

Notice that the parking lot is located on the other side of Keravantie than the
course. 100-300m walk to course from the parking lot, use the underpass.

WARM-UP
Putting baskets near tee #1.

Driving warm-up can be done in the area between fairways #1 and #18. Mind
the players playing their round. Throwing warm-up can also be done on the

field near the parking lot, if there are no other actions on the field.

Warm-up on the course is prohibited during the competition round (from first
group tee-off until the last group has finished their round).

https://www.google.com/maps/place/60%C2%B023'12.8%22N+25%C2%B008'07.1%22E/@60.3858551,25.1344902,17z/data=!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xb0626bf984eb040b!8m2!3d60.3869!4d25.1353


GENERAL INFORMATION
Tournament office located near tee #1

First aid kit at tournament office
Moveable outdoor toilet near the tournament office / parking lot

Bigger version of the map HERE

COURSE DETAILS
All mandatories and their restricted areas affect ONLY the hole the mandatory

is marked for. Those don’t affect to any other holes.
For that hole mandatory is located, the restricted area line continues away

from the mando to infinity along two last sticks.

All OB lines that seem to end in the map, continue along the two last sticks in
the line. These don’t affect other holes.

OB lines marked with white sticks, hazard lines with yellow sticks and relief
areas with blue sticks.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1M5yvFrf5lT-hdoBvSmFd162yGd7_hqRE/view?usp=sharing


Hole #1
OB surrounding both parts of the fairway, marked with sticks.

Relief area in the beginning of the second part of the fairway. If your disc ends
in the relief area, continue from the crossing point without penalty.

Hole #3
OB on hole #7 does not affect this hole.

Hole #5
OB on the right side, marked with sticks. The line continues from the end along

two last sticks.

HAZARD area in the forest, marked with yellow sticks. If your disc ends the
hazard, continue from there with one penalty.

RELIEF area in the beginning, marked with blue sticks. If your disc ends in the
relief area, continue from the crossing point without penalty.

Hole #7
OB on the right side and behind the basket, marked with sticks.

Notice: OB line is a bit different than in course map. The line begins from the
right side of the tee and continues from the end to left along two last sticks.



Hole #8
OB on both sides, marked with sticks.

Notice: OB line is a bit different than in course map and in tee-sign. The line
continues on both sides along two last sticks.

Hole #12
OB around the fairway, marked with sticks.

Hole #13
OB around the fairway, marked with sticks.

Gate MANDATORY, restricted areas on both sides and above the gate.
Mandatory lines marked with sticks. If mandatory is missed, continue from the

tee (=drop zone) with one penalty.

One small RELIEF area on the left side after mandatory and two RELIEF areas
in the middle of the fairway, marked with blue sticks. If your disc ends in the

relief area, continue from the crossing point without penalty.



Hole #14
OB on the left side and behind the basket, marked with sticks. The OB line

behind the basket continues along two last sticks.

Two RELIEF areas in the middle of the first part of the fairway, marked with
blue sticks. If your disc ends in the relief area, continue from the crossing point

without penalty.

Hole #16
OB on the left side, fenced area.

Hole #17
OB around the fairway, marked with sticks + fenced area on the left side.

Hole #18
OB around the fairway, marked with sticks.

Always check the fairway is safe to play before you throw. You are always
responsible for your throws. Use a spotter if needed.

HAVE A GREAT ROUND!


